
 

 

 

BULGARIAN FOR ROMANIAN STUDENTS  

Beginners Level 

 

The purpose of the course is acquiring basic knowledge of Bulgarian Language: lexis and grammar 

used in the everyday oral and written communication. The course is at beginner level, assuming 

no previous language knowledge. Intermediary languages is English. Main grammar concepts in 

Bulgarian Language are studied: parts of speech (nouns, pronouns, prepositions, verbs and s.o.) 

grammar categories (gender, singular and plural forms, articles of nouns; tense of verbs, etc.). 

The course starts with some basics, such as alphabet, pronunciation and distinguishing language 

features. Then, it reviews all essential parts of the speech so that the students know how to use 

them properly and how to form a sentence in Bulgarian.  The vocabulary is being enriched through 

dealing with real and most common everyday life situations and topics in order to develop skills 

for communicating in Bulgarian. The students are encouraged to speak Bulgarian from the very 

first lesson. The course includes grammar drills and exercises for reading, writing, listening and 

comprehension. It also pays special attention to the Bulgarian culture and history. By the end of 

the Beginner course the students should be able to ask and answer simple questions, to understand 

and interact in realistic situations, to have basic conversations in Bulgarian and use the most 

common words and phrases spoken today, to read and write basic sentences in Cyrillic alphabet. 

The teacher is a native speaking lecturer in Bulgarian. 

SYLLABUS  

Beginners  

 

TOPICS  

- Alphabet 

- Greetings, Introduction, Professions, Friendship 

- Countries and Nationalities, Golleagues, Neighbours 

- Foods and Drinks, Objects, Sizes 

- Numbers, Possession  

- Meals, Invitation, Thanking, Denial 

- Money, Market 

- Public buildings, Institutions, Media 

- Office, University, Meetings, Directions 

- Business, Projects 

- On-line communications, Social networking 

- Groceries, Fruits, Vegetables 

- Measurements 

- Family members and relations 

- Describing people 

- Weather, Calendar, Time, Holidays 

- Colors, Clothes, Personal belongings 

- Rooms and furniture 



 

 

- Transportation, Travelling, Hotel 

- Daily routines, Health, Shopping 

 

GRAMMAR 

- The auxiliary verb съм.  

- Personal, demonstrative, generalizing and short possessive pronouns 

- Question words 

- Conjunctions и, а, но etc.  

- Cardinal and ordinal numerals 

- Gender and Number of nouns and adjectives 

- Agreement of nouns and adjectives 

- Definite article of nouns, adjectives and ordinal numerals 

- Adverbs of frequency, place and time 

- Degrees of comparison of adjectives and adverbs 

- Present simple tense 

- Aorist past tense 

- Future tense 

- Impersonal verbs (има, няма) 

- Reflexive verbs  

- Word order of questions 

- Prepositions of time, place and movement 
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